Abstract

A puerperal vulvovaginal hematoma is not an unusual finding after vaginal deliveries. However, most of them are small and self-limited. Even though there are multiple risk factors identified, the majority of cases happen in low risk settings. We here report a case of a nulliparous young woman who developed a massive pararectal hematoma after an uncomplicated vaginal delivery. Surgical intervention was useful but selective embolization was required. Our goal is to highlight the importance of being aware of this potential complication of a vaginal delivery and the need of an early diagnosis in order to offer the most suitable treatment and prevent severe damages.
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Vulvovaginal hematomas are frequent findings which usually develop spontaneously or after a vascular trauma\(^1\). There are multiple established risk factors such as nulliparity, great multiparity, macrosomia, instrumented delivery or coagulation disturbances\(^2,3,4,5\). The diagnosis is mainly clinical\(^1,3\). The most common symptoms are intense and spontaneous pain associated with a genital lump and rectal pressure\(^1,3\). Due to the epidural analgesic effect the

FIGURE 1. Computerized tomography with contrast in sagittal (A) and axil (B) plans illustrating the massive right pararectal hematoma (yellow marks) compressing the surrounding structures and diverting the rectum to the contralateral side (blue arrow). Collapsed bladder (red mark). Abdominal fluid involving all the abdominal and pelvic recesses (green arrows)
diagnosis could be delayed3. Radiology exams are not essential but they give us a better definition of margins1. Most of vulvovaginal hematomas are self-limited. However, if the hematoma continues to grow, leading to hemodynamic compromise, surgical intervention may be required1-3. The authors report a case of a nulliparous young woman who had a vacuum assisted delivery of a 3230g newborn. The right lateral episiotomy was sutured and no other genital lesions were identified. No incidents were reported. A few hours later the woman developed an extensive and painful genital lump on the right side with approximately 8 cm length. After surgical procedure (drainage and coagulation) the hemorrhage was controlled and the patient was home well. Seven days later the genital pain returned associated by an intense rectal pressure. On gynecological exam we found a genital lump and a discreet bulging on the right side on rectal examination. The level of hemoglobin drops to 6g/dL. A CT scan was performed and showed an extensive right pararctal hematoma (130x80x65 mm) with compression of the surrounding structures (Figure 1). The patient was referred to a central hospital to perform an angiography which showed an active hemorrhage on a distal branch of the median rectal artery (Figure 2). The bleeding was controlled after selective embolization. One week later she went home asymptomatic.

This report presents a rare evolution of a vaginal hematoma resolved only with a selective embolization.
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